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Summary

A comprehensive suauary of experience with over
twenty superconducting magnet systems has been collect-
ed through vlsita to and discussions about existing
facilities Including, for example, Che bubble chamber
magnets at Brookhaven National Laboratory, Acgonso
National Laboratory and Feral National Accelerator
Laboratory, and the large superconducting spectrometer
at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. This summary
includes data relating to parameters of these magnets,
magnet protection methods, and operating experiences.
The information received Is organized and presented in
the contest of Its relevance to th« safe operation of
future, very large superconducting magnet systems for
fusion power plants.

I. Introduction

The applications of superconductivity in modern
technology have yielded substantial advantages. This
report, houaver, deals in pare with some of the prob-
lems that have been experienced with superconducting
magnets, some of which have arisen because of basic
properties of superconductors. To obtain information,
visits were made to a number of laboratories asi; insti-
tutions which have operating superconducting magnet
systems or are working on future large superconducting
devices. The data collected were then reviewed and
used as a basis for discussion of the safety and re-
liability of fusion magnets. The total amount of data
accumulated thus far csn not be Included in this re-
port and therefore only a brief summary is given.
This effort is part of che Fusion Magnet Safety Studies
Program which Is being supported by the Energy Research
and Development Agency at Brookhawin (rational Laboratory.

II. Existing Superconducting Magnet Systems

Existing superconducting magnets, when reviewed
in the perspective of proposed superconducting fusion
magnet systems, have comparatively low 3tored energies,
low mechanical stresses, and have usually been con-
structed to meet cha unique requirements of a laboratory
or development device. As a result, these magnets are
usually characterized by relatively simple protection
systems and minimal control and monitoring. The largest
of these raagnets with stored energies in the range of
hundreds of megajoules are DC. The AC superconducting
magnets which have been constructed have stored energies
generally smaller than a megajoule, and many of these
magnets have encountered substantial difficulties.

Proposed Tokamak fusion magnet systems with stored
energies many times that of .the largest existing DC
superconducting magnets will be subjected to strong
pulsed field effects and therefore must be regarded, in
part, as very large AC magnet systems. These magnets
may also be operated in radiation intensities which
have not beretofor been axperiencsd.

It seems likely, then, ease future superconducting
fusion magnet systems, operating with very large stored
energies, high mechanical stresses, and power plant
type reliability will require extensive development of

much more sophisticated protection and monitoring
system*. However, even very sophisticated systems
have limits, and at least some of the types of accidents
which have occurred with existing magnets may still
occur in future fusion magnets.

Because of eh* increasing number of applications
of superconducting magnets in many different areas,
the study of magnet safety has recently grown more
Intense and more experimental work related to safety
is being dose. Questions relevant to the safety of
superconducting magnets have, however, been studied,
particularly in the area of high energy physics, and
detailed discussions of these questions and of the
existing large superconducting magnet systems are well
documented. 1"^

The superconducting magnets which have been in-
cluded to date in this survey are classified In Table
I according to their stored energies as follows:

Stored Energy
'«* 10 Megajoules
100 kilo joules Co 10 Meg.-joules
< 100 kllojoules

Large Magnets
Intermediate
Small

Work performed under che auspice J of Che U.S.
Research and Development Administration

Energy

Twenty of chese magnets are listed in Table I ranging
from the 400 MJ, 30 kG Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory 15-foot bubble chamber magnet to the 60 kj,
40 kG prototype synchrotron magnet, AC3, at Rutherford
Laboratory, United Kingdom. Some of these magnets have
been constructed commercially, and moat of them, as
mentioned before, are laboratory devices used for re-
search.

For each of the magnets listed in Table I, the
information indicated in Table II has been collected.
Because of space limitations, these data are not pre-
sented in this oaper, but are contained in two Brook-
haven reports6'7 to be published.

III. Potential Causes of Magnet System Failures

In the Brookhaven Magnet Safety Studies Program
Annual Progress Report'', information is presenced on
fourteen failures of superconducting magnet systems.
Of this number, tsn failures are attributed to errors
in design, two to Instrument errors, and two to errors
in assembly. This categorization may be expanded to
include errors in quality control, and human operating
errors. In addition, failures due to natural events
and sabotage, and, ultimately, to other possible causes
of failure not in chese categories must be evaluated.

Our present experience has pointed out aspects
of superconducdng magnet systems which merit careful
consideration. The unique properties of superconductor
Including the variation of current-carrying capacity
of che superconductor with magnetic field, temperature,
and thermal and eleccro-magneslc stresses are factors
which influence the design of magnets and their per-
formance. The composition of conductors to achieve
Che required degree of stabilization must be understood
with regard CO superconducting filament 3lze, heat
transfer characteristics, and che changing propercies,
e.g. eleccrical resistivity, of the normal matrix
material in che composite as a function of stress
and magnetic field intensity.



For large magnets, the conductor, and mechanical
reinforcement, and the beat transfer and cooling capa-
bilities must be evaluated. The effect of one compo-
nent on another, for example, that of the mechanical
reinforcement on the conductor and heat transfer should
be reviewed.

There exists considerable information on the ad-
verse effects of conductor movement on the performance
of supereonlucting magnets. The mechanical reinforce-
ment and support of conductors, coil, and megntt struc-
cure should limit conductor motion and prevent coll de-
formation and conductor breakage.

Provision oust also be nade in the coil and magnet
structure for adequate heat transfer and cooling with
account being taken of the heat capacities and thermal
conductivities of the materials used. The effect of
electrical insulation in the magnnt on heat transfer
and cooling should be anticipated. This Insulation
should be sufficient to prevent voltage breakdowns dur-
ing normal operating and emergency conditions, recog-
nizing that arcing due to a breakdown, when once es-
tablished, is difficult to stop until the stored energy
is dissipated. The deterioration of the dielectric
strengh of helium with increasing temperature and effects
of radiation on insulating materials such as formvar,
epoxy, mylar, oxidized metals, etc. are also of con-
cern uhen reviewing the insulation of the magnet.

It is also recognized from accumulated experience
that electrical leads and their associated instrumen-
tation warrant cireful review, and their design should
accommodate both normal and emergency conditions. These
penetrations and those for instrumentation, support,
refrigeration, and other items which need to be intro-
duced into the low temperature region from room temper-
atura oust serve their primary functions but should not
produce excessive heat loads on the helium refrigeration
systems.

The area of instrumentation for large superconduct-
ing magnet systems is extensive and complex and includes
analyses of fail-and non fail-safe components, instru-
ment malfunction conditions, fail-safe logic routes,
and redundancy of instrumentation and controls. The
sensitivity and reliability of measuring devices, and
durability of probes and Instrumentation itulde the
magnet dawar which may be subjected to turbulent con-
ditions oust be assessed.

Concern about the adequacy of radiation shield
design is relevant to superconducting fusion magnets.
The potential for a magnet quench due to excessive lo-
calized heating from neutrons, the possibility that
neutron radiation may cause deterioration of the super-
conducting material, shortening the life Ciae of the
magnet or degrading its performance, and the effects of
such radiation on probes and sensors must be evaluated.

For the large, complex, and sophisticated systems
belag contemplated, errors that can be introduced through
poor quality control or during assembly will also be of
major concern. The performance of large quantities of
conductor will have to be knows which may require an
analysis for broken superconducting filaments, filament
size, voids in conductor matrix, insulation, etc.

The conductor, coil and support structures will have
to be examined for microcracks, lnhomogenaities, dimen-
sional tolerances, quality of welding, etc. Criteria
will have to ba established for instrumentation and for
magnet power supplies, covering, for example, the accept-
able level of AC ripple. The cryogenic systems will also
have to be carefully reviewed.

The concerns during assembly will b« many ranging
from proper fitting of major components to careful
control of electrical joints between conductors to
cleanliness of magnet coil' and cooling channels where,
for example, metal chips and unpolished burrs could
cause shorts and voltage breakdowns or blockage of
cooling passages in the magnet coils or power leads.

The above discussion touches only briefly on
aspects of superconducting magnet systems which can be
identified baaed on our present experience as potential
sources of magnet failures. It should be pointed out
that this experience is limited and that there maybe
other types of failures which are not yet identified.
An asample of a possible failure mode about which little
information is presently available is the degradation
of magnet performance with long term operation.

IV. Quench Detection and Magnet Protection

Became the transition of superconducting materials
from the superconducting to the normal av resistive
state is abrupt, the energy stored in the field of a
superconducting magnet can be dissipated quite rapidly
in the magnet asd magnet dewar when a transition occurs.
The magnet is then said to quench and, as magnets have
been made larger and higher fields have been generated,
attention has been given to detecting the onset of a
quench and protecting the magnets in the event of this
sudden release of energy.

In the following, a brief sunmary is given, with
references, of quench detection and magnet protection
methods which have been developed.

Quenches of superconducting magnets have been
detected by monitoring the voltages across sections of
the magnet coil or the entire eoil;8>9 center-capping
the magnet to form a bridge circuit with external high
impedance resistors;10>U placing small secondary coils
as pickup or S colls inside the magnet to sense the
collapsing field due to a quench;12'1'3 and measuring
the voltage across a pair of filaments in a multi-
filamentary superconducting conductor to sense a normal
region.1*

There has also bean a recent attempt *o evaluate
the feasibility of using microphones in the super-
conducting magnet dewar co detect the noise, after
filtering, due to a quench.

A number of different systems have been devised to
protect superconducting magnets in the event of a magnet
quench. A magnet is said to be self-protecting if the
normal region initiating the quench spreads throughout
the magnet without creating excessive temperature gra-
dients.

Magnets have also bean protected by connecting a
shunt resistor across the coil or several shunt resis-
tors across sections of the coil Internal to the magnet
dewar.10'1' The stored energy of the magnet is then
dissipated inside the magnet dewar.

Shunt resistors are also used in parallel and
in series111 with appropriate switching external to the
magnet dewar to dissipate a substantial part of the
stored energy outside the magnet cryestac.

A capacitor and diode have also been used in place
of an external series shunt resistor for small magnet
systems.

Closely coupled secondary windings have been in-
stalled to protect superconducting magnets during a
quench.19 The stored energy of the magnet is trans-



ferred Inductively to the secondary coil and is Chen
dissipated internally in the secondary or discharged
in resistors connected to the secondary outside th*
magnet cryoscat.

Suggestions have also been made Co transfer Che
electromagnetic stored energy to a DC power line, a DC
motor, or a DC Co AC inverter and biased transformer.

V. aelavanca QE Superconducting Fusion Magnet Systems

In future fusion powar reactors employing super-
conducting containment: magnets, che great sizes and
scored energies, and che structures and forces involved
will b« a large extrapolation from present experience.
As mentioned before, th* superposition of rapidly pulsed
fields required in some reactors adds further constraints
on design and greater complexity.

For Tolcooak reactors th* toroidal field (TF) colls
are already more complex than existing large DC magnets.
The additional requirements imposed on th* coll and
structural design by ch* AC and transverse fore* com-
ponents may further complicate both magnet design and
magnet safety. It should be pointed out that even the
rapidly pulsed auxiliary coils are vary large magnet
systems wich very large energy transfers by pr*s*ne
standards.

perature. Assume also an electrical resistivity SO times
!.«<« than ac room cemperatura at che operating, magnetic
field, o i R * 10-6 ohma. With a current of 10* amperes,
Che normal region voltage Is:

io* A 10 m v

the problem is to identify the 10 m V in th*
presence of background noise.

Two examples art given:

a. Current stability

Let L I » 10 m V, I •
5.4 henries
2 X 10-7/see

~ 2 x 10* amp/sec.

10
Although current ripple and I due eo charging of

eh* magnet, etc. can be compensated for and subtracted
out to a high degree of accuracy, th* presence of coll
capacitance and or.her sources of error may well un-
balance che I compensation, making it difficult to
detect "urrent varlaeion and therefore, resistance
la che coll co eh* level indicated above.

It might also be noted that the heat dissipated
In the 1.0 m of cold normal coll conductor is 100 watts.

The experienct including the difficulties, with b.
high current density pulsed and DC magnets is relevant to
the che design of chese future superconducting magnet
systems.

Coil notion

VI. Fault Detection And Kagnee Protection
for Fusion Magnet Systems

Electrical noise due to coil motion also confuses
detection. Consider coll motion, i.e. inductance change,
sufficient to give a signal of 10 a V. Then for a current
of IQ4 ampares,

Fault detention and magnet system protection, while
ultimately related Co the operation of th* reactor as
a whole, at this early concrptual stage are tightly
coupled to che basic magnet design choices, particular-
ly because of che unique potential for self destruction
Inherent: in superconductors. The Magnet Safety Studies
Program will attempt to assist and consent in detail on
questions of fault detection and corrective actions for
th« various proposed designs.

It appears that a large number of monitoring points
will be necessary in fusion magnet systems, with in-
formation from these monlcors stored, logged, and rou-
tinely processed by computer for significance. Certain
critical elements can activate a hierarchy of responses
ranging from visual Inspection through operator action
to automatic scram.

To Illustrate the scope of che problem, consider
as an example ch* application of 1000 voltage taps as
monitoring points to th* 24 TF colls of the proposed
UWMUC-II Reactor design. zo Ther* are, chen, approxi-
mately 40 cape per oagefit coll, or about 2 taps per
magnet disc. This distribution would allow the in-
stallation of voltage sensors at both ends and at the
center of each dire. Hot*, howevar, that even this
large total number of taps does not provide for monitor-
Ing directly across coil junctions if that were de-
sirable. The voltage taps con be electronically mon-
itored in a comparator matrix and analyzed for "•»<"•"
detection redundancy. Again, whll* 1000 taps seems
like a large number, for a full scale reactor, with
the magnet operating at 10* amperes, the length of the
conductor between taps li aboue 2000 maters. The In-
ductance per cap, L, is about 5.4 henries.

To glv* some perspective Co che problem of detect-
ing a normal region, assume 1.0 m of conductor is in
the resistive itat* but still at about operating tem-

I it/it » 10*2V, and fjf - 10

Assume, arbitrarily a sudden snail motion of 4c » 1 miec
duration. Than Al - 10 henries. This change in
Inductance compares alth ehe iaductance of S.4 henries
between taps. Thus, ilL/L * 2 x 10"l0 for motion of all
ehe turns (29) between taps, and AL/L *• 6 X 10*' for
motion of a single turn.

These numbers, even for motion of only a single
turn, are very small. Th* effective diameter of ch*
magnet coll, 0, is: D ~ 18 m ~ 2 x 10' microns.

For a on* micron Increase la coll turn dlaaeeer,

'" " rrw •l * w"76L/L - :

A single turn increasing in dlamaecr by SD » 0.06
microns in 1 msec would, therefore, produce a 10 m V
signal.

For motion of 10 msec duration, an increase in
diameter of 60 " 0.6 microns would generate 10 n V.

These rough esclmaces are mad* for scaling purposes.
However, with ehe very large forces on th* magnet con-
ductors, such small displacements, damped by frlctlonal
forces, nay occur very rapidly, A nor* realistic case
would Involve a large number, N, of coll euros taking
a new s*e position. The voltage signal would then be
generated by an If times smaller Increase in eh* diameter
of these turns.

It can b* seen from this illustration chat, «v*n
with many voltage caps, in such a large magnet system
th* voltage "noise" due to motion will be quit* large.
Distributed special logic patterns in addition to fre-
quency speceral analysis can be us*d Co discriminate
between signal and noise. If each coll Is powered sep-
arately, che sun of all voltage lmpluses across all



capa of cha coll should add up to zero foe internal
aovaaent. Only dacailad development will determine
cha limits of voltage dacacdon aid wheehar or ooc auch
detection can ba used co monitor for subcla effaces In
the magnet. Volcaga dacacclon will certainly ba used
aa a reliable Indicator o( major dlffleultlaa supple-
aanead isy other techniques, toss of which arc mentioned
next.

If tha aupaiconductlns fualoa signet syaeau aza
cooled by helium pool bolllof, microphones «od otbar
pressure sanilelv* traaiducar* may ba uaad to datacc
local boiling dua co hoe spocs la eta msgnec col ls .
If foxcad floe cooling Internal Co cha conductor la
used, prassura and caiiparacuxa changes aighe ba dacecc-
ad which vara sanaltlva to all |he changes la local haae
Input. Thasa aachods, aa wlch ehe volcage probes, will
hava transient background nolta and heating dua to aiu-
uca coll movements, B addy currants, «cc. If ehe da-
caccloa of difficulties which praduca continuous heat
or voltaga for a daa duration on th* scala of ona
raaccor eye la la evaluated as balog adequately f u c ,
apaccral analysis say permit cha rajacdoa of cranslaoe
nolsa co a hlth laval of accuracy.

Othar dtcseclon methods exlsc and ara being
davalopad. Tha suparcooducclof proba aachod l* ob-
sarvaa dlxaccly cha "hoc spoe" la r.ha conductor by
aoalcorlat superconducting scraada wound noaladucdvaly
wlch cha -inductor. Ihls aachod aay dacacc a ra|loa
abova tha craaslctoa eaaperacure wlch lasa electrical
noise.

Ibis dlscuaalon 1* only Intended co indlcaca sooa
of tha problau la dacaccloa, such aora aaalydcal and
experimental work Is required.

A safaey problsa caocral to superconducting
fualoa saioacs U chat concerning cha removal of cha
vary larfa scorad aoarfy lit cha magnet lyscaaj whaa soch
raaoval Is required by iapaadlnt difficulties or a mal-
function which haa airaady occurred. This problem Is
coapllcacad by cha face chat cha pulsing raca and ochar
fundaoaocal parasiacara affecting basic oagnac daalfa
ara not as yac claarly daflnad. Th* scudy of cha sub-
jacc of aajnac prccaccloa ausc charafora ba pursuad for
oataata whoaa pulslnt racas covar a wlda ranjt. Com-
putations ara nacassary on various tehaaas for aaargy
sharlot and raaoval to pravanc daaaga co col ls .

Tha oaialcuda of eh* problam '.at such larga
Inductors caa ba Jean by again referring co aagoacs
as large as eha 24.1.F. colls asking up cha tKHAK-II
Conceptual Design. u ASSUCK chat for s o u reason aa
are haa davalopad la ana sagaae coll which Is Independent
ly po«arad ac a current of 10* aaparaa. If cha are
volcaga Is SO volts, tha tlaa constant T of cha arc
would ba Initially 64,000 sac. The power contused la
cha arc is at f i n e 0.S MM, which will sale ~2.5 lba.
of Cu par second. This la claarly aa uaseabla situat-
ion. Assuaa chat each magaac coll haa a resistor, R •
0.22 a, la series ulth lc and lea pever supply. Uadir
normal operating conditions, S ( Is shorcmd out. If
unahoreed la aa emergency, eha inlclal volcagf across
eha raslseor and also eha magnet coll terminals is 2200 V.
Tha time constant rKf 1000 seconds, which caa only ba
shorcaaad by Increasing R, and cha init ial magnet coll
terminal voletga. In practice, tha povar dissipated
la eha arc would haae eha aagnae and ba a aajor cryogenic
disturbance, vaporizing ~173 Heart par second of LHe.
It la instructive to consider savaral ochar tine con-
stants: (1) T (cold) • 3300 sac for cha andra magnet
coll normal ac ~ 10°!C. (2) r (80=T) • 300 sac for the
entire magnet coll at 80° K and (3) T (300OIC) > 66 sac
for cha entire sagaae coll ae 300° K. Note that for
ona earn ac 300°K and tha rase superconducting •

T (1 euro) - 73000 seconds.

le sheuld ba acioogly eaphaslzad that praeipdva
aedoa prior eo sn arc developing would ba udllzad co
atteapc to make such aa incident nearly iaposslbla.
Savarehalaaa, the vary large elae ccsseaacs involved,
•van vlth series reslsdve dumping ara las tractive,
iny event uhlch la Judjed co raqulra discharge fascsr
than on tha order of 1000 seconds will require addition-
al action. For example, la «a astraaa case eha raaoval
of cha cryogen and active triggering of haacara through-
out cha coll caa drive cha entire coll normal. The coll
would hava co reach alawie 80K before Its seslscancn
squalled l», and chus halved cha t ist constant of dis-
charge. Other possibilities for more alaboraca lacnrnal
or external energy duapa and inductively coupled c;r-
cules will ao doubt be taken into ccaalderaclon for
rapid transfer or dlsalpadon. This Involves subtla
crsde-offii of advaauges veriun coaplexlcy "which can
only evolve Jith dacailad considaradons of caslgns.

In tiaaudon, both detection and protection
ara vory taporeaac subjects. 0s. eha ona aaod ona wanes eha
neceseary laaslelvley co avoid serious daaaga and tha
ability Co take eha »•«<-'•- protective action. 0a
cha other hsoti ona susc balance and cdnlalre cha prob-
ability clue cha»e fuaecloot chaasalvaa bacoaa a soarca
of serious dlfflcultlee.

VXCc Discussion

A* pare ot the Magnet Safacy Studies Program,
varioua potential «ccldenc daetcelon and proctccioa
syscsaa locludiag aachods for rapid reaeval of scoraii
sag&ade energy for suporcoaducciac fusion asgoecs are
b«lag taSBlned using chit collected experience with pres-
ent systems as wall at untried ccncepcs.

Tha sanpls calculadona abova ara illustrative
only, eo sac the seal*. For exanple, tha detection cf
a 10 a V voleaga dua co ona aacur of normal ccjnduecsr
i t not a comment on th* probability of this avaac.
However, cha axaapla Illustrates cha difflculey of ob-
serving even considerably larj»r thresholds.

In conclusion. It should ba eaphuliad that cha
oagnaca studied In cols survey chut fas ara wisely used
aa rataarch devices. Tha auabtr of eha aagaact Is
(•al l , and aosc magnets ara aoc oparecad oa a day-co-
day, year-rouml basis. At cha present tiaa cha aagnac
which haa been oparatad for tha longest parted of tins,
13,000 hours, i s cha AMI 12-fooc Bubble Chamber aiagaae.
Safaey lnfaraadoa, operation axparlanca and evidence
of long cars optradng rallabiliry lor periods of 2S

• co 30 yasxs for devices ara oeic available. la addition,
cha superconducting oagaacs syacaaa for fusion reactors
will ba oparacad under conditions which none of tha e a s t -
ing superconducting devices hava every experienced.

Supercooducciag aagnacs which either failed or
had difficulties ara relatively staple systems compared
eo fualoa magnate for future power planes. Therefor*,
magnet reliability and safacy should ba ijiven vary cara-
ful consideration during design, assembly, and operation
of tha system.



lAiLE t cooetauad:

\ . Lar«a tO Mttaioulat

1. '-foot Bubble Chaabar gagaac • SroaWuv«o
Nation*! Laboratory (SSL).
JO fcfi tolanoid - 61 Hj scozad anarfy.

2. 12-feoc Bubbla Chaabar Magaac • Arjona*
national Laboratory <Ufl).
IS ScG solaaold • 6S MJ.

3. 15-fooc Bubbla Chaabar Kafaac > rant national
Aecalarator Laboratory (RUL).
30 kC solanold - 396 MJ.

4. U n a Aparcura Solaaold Spactroaatar (USS)
JUgnat • Stanford Unaar Aecalaracor
Cantar (SUC).
2J fee syitaa of 4 aolcaold* (02> • 2.92 a)
eonaacead la sariaa - 39 HJ.

5. Suparconduetlag Ma|aa&c Mirror Apparatus
(StBfta) • Nacioul Aaroniutlcs aad Spua
Adalolatntloa (HAM).
31 kC aytca* of 4 u t a a u (OD - 0.9 a) IS MJ.

6. Saaaball Hainat - Lavnaca-Uvaraora Laboratory
(ILL) 20 kfi basaball saaa ibapad 3*tn«c

- I .I a) - 1 2 MJ.

S. lacanadlaca Kifcaci (100 kllojoulaa to 10
Kataioulaa

1. S° Saaat Txaaipore .Hifnat Sr*u» • (ML).
TVO L.S a long, 40 kG dlpoLo - 0.37 Hĵ

2. 10-foot Saarty Ooublar (RUI.)
Prococypa oC 40 kS coitaa tisau dlpola •
0.1 CO 0.15 HJ.

3. >tocor aad Gaaatator - Carrace Atnaarca Co.
SO kS la cba coll »oltnold« (OD • C*.4 •)
0.33 co 0.3 MJ.

4. Caaaraeor • Gaaaral Slaeetie Co, (GE)
72 kC 0.56 •* lon« nca track cnll • 0.17 HJ.

5. Sifh-tiald Solaaold • HcClli Oalvatsley
75 kC, 41 ca bor» loZaoold vlch 19 cat bora
SbjSa coll laiacc eo ztoaraca 150 kC - 4 HJ.

12. ZCC Taae Solaaold • ?zlocaton Calvaritqr
55 kS loUnold (16.5 ca bora) • 0.1 HJ.

C. SMll Matnata ( tlOO klloleul«»)

1. Altaroator • (KIT)
25 kfi (Inalda wlodlc*) la loos «addla coll
pair • 90 kj.

2. AC3 - Kutharfoid Uboratory, (talead Klcfdas
40 kS prototypa «]rnchrocron eu(nae • 60 kj .

6. luapy Tonw C )
30 kS trataa of 12 solaaolda (00 • 0.31 •)
la tarla* - 0.& HJ.

7. Motor and Gaaaracor (HSUC)
Tvo 60 kC lalanoldt (OD • 0.2 a) • 0.12 HJ aaeh.

S. Itapld Cyellos Subbla Ctuabar (UK) Hatoac(SUC>
20 kS folaaald (00 • O.M >) - 1.2 HJ.

9. l«a> Traoiporc K*|sac Syataa - '*vrtnea-
Sarkalay Mboracorv (Ut)
ona 42 kD. t s loot coalna chau dtpnla • 0.7 MJ.
n o « ksAa.,0.73* lost <uadrupoLaa-0.15 HJ aaeh.

10. aijh-Ftald Hybrid K*|Mt (HIT)
225 kG tjatas with SO kS auparcoaductlai coll
(OD • 0.67 • ) aod watar-eoolad loaait
2 MJ la fuparcoDductlas col l .

11. SO-tneh Lavicatad Un< - Prlneacoa UolvzslCy
28 kG at conductor • 0.3 HJ.

II

1. Total hour* of aainac oparacloa.
2. Coll ftOBccry.
3. Has»at construction dacatli.
4. Typa of conductor.
5. Haxlaui aagnat currant aad oparatlof currant.
i. Oaalta heat tcaatfar raca.
7. Csollnj aathod.
S. Tysa of alaccrlcal latulatlaa.
9. MaxtSMB acorad «nar(y and laduccaaca.

10. Quanch datactloa lytcaa.
11. Hitaac procactioa syataa.
12. oc&ar »ajor pracactloa laacruoaaudon.
13. HuCUnai valtaga aeroit Mfoat durlnc aoit rapid

dtieharfc aod*.
14. SnakdawB voluga baevaan :urna. layan, ate.
15. Hu»bar of fuaachai.
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